Challenges in pleural tuberculosis diagnosis: existing reference standards and nucleic acid tests.
Pleural tuberculosis (pTB) is a grave form of extrapulmonary tuberculosis. Microbiological tests are usually found to be inadequate for pTB diagnosis. The absence of a uniform 'composite reference standard' is challenging; therefore, diagnosis is usually performed using a combination of diversified criteria. Nucleic acid tests vary in diagnostic accuracy and have not yet been integrated into clinical decision making. This review assesses the varied criteria used for pTB classification and the challenges afflicting pleural fluid-based DNA diagnostic tests, namely, PCR and Xpert® MTB/RIF. In the 58 studies (PCR: n = 33; Xpert: n = 25) analyzed, reference standards were heterogeneous and PCR/Xpert pooled sensitivity values (range: 0-100%) were inadequate. However, the consistent high specificity of Xpert (range: 90-100%) indicated its utility as a 'rule-in' test. There is an urgent need to evaluate existing and new molecular tests in well-designed studies to accurately assess their utility for pTB diagnosis. To conclude, rapid and accurate tests are warranted for pTB diagnosis.